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Minute Maid Heart Wise Coops Up Cholesterol 


Minute Maid and Cooper Institute Work Together Toward Better Health 


 
Dallas, (Aug. 31, 2010) - Minute Maid and the Cooper Institute, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit medical 
research center, are teaming up to celebrate “Better Breakfast Month” this September. During the 
month, Minute Maid will donate 20 percent of its sales of Minute Maid Heart Wise Orange Juice 
to Cooper’s research. 
 
Minute Maid will also add an additional donation of 500,000 dollars to the Cooper Institute. The 
contribution will help build the new Cooper preventive medicine nutritional research lab.  
 
Minute Maid and Cooper Clinic will work together to gather both the young and the old to 
participate in a month of healthy breakfast eating. The two will be posting healthy and quick 
breakfast recipes on its “Heart Wise: Coop Up Cholesterol Blog” that is available at . Those who 
prefer streaming from mobile devices can download the new recipe application from Minute 
Maid. A free juice coupon will be granted to all new blog followers and/or application users. 
 
A two-week experiment conducted by the University of California, Davis Medical Center tested 
whether or not orange juice with sterol would decrease cholesterol levels. Seventy-two subjects 
with mildly high cholesterol were chosen randomly to drink either the sterol orange juice or the 
placebo orange juice. The eight weeks of testing showed that those who drank the sterol orange 
juice had a reduced level of low-density lipid cholesterol. Based on those findings, Minute Maid 
created the new Heart Wise Orange Juice enriched with plant sterol.  
 
The newly enriched orange juice is dedicated to promote better health and lifestyles. Throughout 
the “Better Breakfast Month” participants will have the opportunity to better their cholesterol 
levels and gain significant information concerning nutritional health.  
 
Cooper Institute: 
With over 600 peer-reviewed publications and intervention programs, The Cooper Institute is a 
worldwide leader in preventive medicine research in genetics, nutrition, cardiovascular disease, 
mental function and healthy brain aging, and cancer. More information about the Cooper 
Institute can be found at http://www.cooperaerobics.com/About-Cooper/The-Cooper-Institute 
 
About Minute Maid: 
Minute Maid Heart Wise Orange Juice is the only juice that has been proven to lower 
cholesterol.  The added plant sterols are believed to work through the normal digestive process 
by blocking the absorption of cholesterol in the small intestine. More information about Minute 
Maid can be found at http://www.minutemaid.com/about/History.jsp 
 


For more information on Minute Maid Heart Wise Orange Juice, please contact 
Nicole Aritzmendi of ChicagoPR at 847.732.0961 or Naritzmendi119@ChicagoPr.com 
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 The Helping Little Hearts and String Golf Tournament is celebrating their 20th 
anniversary hosting a benefit tournament in Columbia, Mo. As their PR team, we conducted 
both primary and secondary research. This research revealed that many college aged indi-
viduals were unaware that Helping Little Hearts Charity hosted a benefit tournament. Our 
research also highlighted that people were unaware of the organization itself and its goals.


The research suggests that Helping Little Hearts focus on two main publics:
   Corporate sponsors 
   Previous participants


The goals to create a successful benefit golf tournament are:
   Find a corporate sponsor that could be responsible for donating funds each year.
   Build relationships with new and existing participants.


The underlining importance of the goals is to ultimately create a successful benefit golf 
tournament that will become a yearly tradition for our participants and sponsors.


The two main objectives to focus on throughout the plan are:
   Increase the percentage of local sponsors.
   Increase registration for the benefit tournament within a year.


The strategy supporting the goals and objectives to attract sponsors is:
   Focus on the benefits that corporations would receive from donating to Helping 
     Little Hearts Charity.  


Based on the research, Helping Little Hearts should become active members of the online 
community by:
   Moving registration online- This tactic was created to identify with the 
     corporations’ fast-passed lifestyle. Our online registration offers a quick and 
     easy way for sponsors and participants to register their teams.
   Providing information via Twitter- The Twitter page serves as a way for Helping 
     Little Hearts Charity to connect with possible sponsors and other non-profits in the 
     area. By networking with other corporations, Helping Little Hearts can create and 
     maintain relationships with sponsors.
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The strategy targeting previous participants is: 


   Increase registration by educating the public about the Helping Little Hearts 
     Charity. 


The data suggest that Helping Little Hearts focus on personalizing their communication with 
previous participants by:


   Distributing pamphlets - An informational pamphlet was designed for anticipated 
     and previous participants offering various donating options for the younger 
     generation.


   Launching a Blog- Our weekly blog was created to serve as a source for details 
     concerning the kick-off event and the tournament.


   Circulating fliers- Colorful fliers will be distributed around the local area to publicize 
     the event.


   Sell customized t-shirts- T-shirts with the Helping Little Hearts’ logo for participants 
     to purchase will be available at the tournament.


   Sell tournament golf balls- Branded golf balls with the Helping Little Hearts’ logo 
     will be displayed in local sporting good stores in the community for purchase.


   Publicize Truman the Tiger’s appearance- Invite Truman as an honorary guest to 
     add to the fun atmosphere.


 We see an opportunity for Helping Little Hearts Charity to unite the community by 
targeting the older community as well as the younger generation. The increase in 
participation will ultimately raise more funds. 
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  Client Purpose: 
 Helping Little Hearts is a charitable foundation organized to provide aid to young 
 children battling with heart defects. The charity is part of the Columbia Kiwanis 
 Central Missouri Chapter of Kiwanis, a global organization, serving children all over 
 the world.


  Operation: Helping Little Hearts is a local charity operating in Columbia, Mo. 


  Size and Scope: 
 There is only one Helping Little Hearts Charity operating in Columbia, Mo. However, 
 the charity’s umbrella organization, The Kiwanis Club, is an international 
 organization. This organization consists of 8,000 clubs in 96 countries. It has more 
 than 260,000 adult members and about 320,000 youth members.


  Service: 
 Helping Little Hearts’ primary purpose is to serve children in the city of Columbia who 
 have heart defects.


  Press Mentions: 
 Within the past two years, Helping Little Hearts Charity has received a minimal 
 amount of media attention. It seems as though the charity is always mentioned in 
 passing, but never the main subject of a news story. The charity only receives 
 exclusive attention close to the time of its annual summer golf tournament. This 
 poses several problems for the Helping Little Hearts Charity.


  Marketing and Promotions Budget: 
 Currently, Helping Little Hearts has no budget designated for marketing and 
 promotions. Last year the charity spent about $700 to pay for the printing costs of 
 pamphlets and fliers. 


  Communication Tactics: 
 Helping Little Hearts has no specified target audience and a very limited 
 communication strategy. The only communication tactic the charity uses is the 
 fliers it posts throughout the city at local business and the informational pamphlets 
 it mails to local residents and businesses. When communicating with corporate 
 sponsors, Helping Little Hearts relies on face- to- face communication with business 
 owners. 
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  Competition Comparison: 
 Helping Little Hearts hosts a golf tournament every year in August. Around this time, 
 the Missouri 4-H Foundation (a not-for-profit organization with the purpose of 
 bringing youth members of the community together in order to facilitate networking, 
 development, and future leadership) sponsors a golf tournament as well. The 
 Missouri 4-H Foundation has a much stronger marketing plan than Helping Little 
 Hearts. The foundation has a well-designed website in which members can post 
 comments and photos, as well as find out information about upcoming events. 
 In addition, the foundation hosts many promotional events prior to their golf 
 tournament in order to generate awareness and increase participation. 


  Marketplace Appeal: 
 Currently, Helping Little Hearts has very low marketplace appeal. With very limited 
 media exposure and promotional tactics, Helping Little Hearts is struggling to 
 gain large sponsors and maintain the small ones it currently has.
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  Strengths


   The Helping Little Hearts Charity has been hosting annual golf tournaments for the 
     past 20 years. Within those 20 years, Helping Little Hearts has had the opportunity 
     to develop strong relationships with local businesses that have strong ties with the 
     community. Such relationships have allowed Helping Little Hearts to 
     continue its operation.


   Helping Little Hearts also gained relationships with other non-profit 
     organizations (local churches and other charitable organizations). These 
     relationships have allowed Helping Little Hearts to partner in hosting charitable 
     events and raising funds.


  Weakness


   Majority of the local community are unaware of the Helping Little Hearts and String 
     Golf Tournament. In order to engage public interest, the charity must offer 
     accessible information by publicizing the event in popular venues in the local 
     community.


   Since Helping Little Hearts is a non-profit organization that relies on community 
     support for its continued success, the lack of funds truly limits their publicity 
     efforts. Therefore, it is important to increase the number of people who will 
     participate in the event.  


   The expensive entry fee poses a problem due to the fact that not all participants 
     will be willing and able to donate such a large dollar amount to the charity. As 
     a way to encourage more people to attend, participants are given the option to 
     play 9 holes for a lower fee. Another option to consider is to invite donors to 
     contribute a single donation in place of a tee time. 


   Helping Little Hearts is obligated to find sponsors year after year. In turn, it is 
     recommended to find a steady and trusted corporate sponsor that could donate 
     funds annually.


   The limited amount of marketing strategies used by the charity has placed them at 
     a standstill. It would be at their best interest to use both traditional and 
     non-traditional media to enhance their communication with target publics.
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  Opportunities


   Partner with local sporting stores in order to hold a kick-off event prior to the 
     benefit tournament. These local businesses can display customized golf balls with 
     the Helping Little Hearts’ Logo on it at their register.


  Earn a media placement in the student-run newspaper, the Columbia Missourian. 
     It would be beneficial for Helping Little Hearts to do this because a majority of the 
     Mizzou student body is composed of journalism students. This exposure to the 
     student body could increase the awareness around campus and possibly increase 
     the number of participants. 


   Identify local corporations to further engage in Corporate Social Responsibility. 
     Helping Little Hearts must contact media relations departments within local 
     businesses in order to obtain the funding it needs to host a successful benefit 
     tournament, while at the same time allow local businesses to show their dedication 
     to the community.


   Send a professional event invitation to the Mizzou Golf Team and Truman the Tiger.
     Their participation will reach out to the students that we are trying to engage.  


  Threats


   The Missouri 4-H Foundation is sponsoring a golf tournament on June 8th, 2010, 
     which is approximately a month before the Helping Little Hearts and String Golf 
     Tournament on May 5th, 2010. With the golf tournaments occurring so close to 
     each other, potential corporate and other student/community participants may 
     deter from attending. This poses a threat especially if anticipated participants can 
     only afford to attend one benefit tournament. 


   Due to the current economic times, people may not be willing and able to donate 
     to any given cause. Therefore, finding capable participants may be hard.


   Student clubs offer many students the opportunity to participate in a wide variety 
     of philanthropy events that are of no cost. Therefore, students may not find it 
     necessary to pay to support a cause. 


   The benefit golf tournament is held in August, which is a possible threat due to the 
     fact that a majority of the student body will not be in Columbia. 
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Characteristics of US Golfers on a National and Local Level
    
 The following statistics are courtesy of usgolf.org:


  National Level


  26.2 million golfers in US
  - This statistic is referring to anyone age 18 and above who has played at least 
     1 round of golf in the past twelve months.


  36.7 million golf participants in US
  - This statistic is referring to anyone age 5 and above who has played one 
     round or visited a golf facility in the past twelve months.


  45 percent of golfers (11.9 million) are between the ages of 18-39


  33 percent of golfers (8.6 million) are senior citizens


  22 percent of golfers ( 6.1 million) are junior golfers between ages 5-17


  Local Level
  Approximately 10,576 golfers in Columbia, Mo.


Donor Statistics


The following information is courtesy of the GivingUSA Foundation 2009 Annual Report:


  In 2008, during the recession, total giving was more than $300 billion


  $307.65 billion in 2008 (2% of GDP)
  This number has decreased 2 percent from 2007


  $229.3 billion (75 percent of giving) came from individuals 


  Giving by bequest $22.7 billion 


  Foundations gave $41.2 billion


  Corporations donated $14.5 billion


  Religious organizations gave the most: $106.9 billion
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Characteristics of Donors


The following statistics are provided by charitynavigators.com:


  Nationally ¾ of American families donate to charities


  ¼ of American families do not donate at all
  1,800 families on average


The following information provided by the Center of Philanthropy at Indiana University:
 The Center of Philanthropy at Indiana University has provided useful information 
 concerning the reasons and motivations behind contributing donations to causes. 
 The research indicated that individuals’ income and education level are two main 
 influences that affect a person’s decisions to donate. The following charts 
 characterize the specific motivations that affect the donor’s decision to 
 contribute funds.
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Key Findings:


  Voice various motivations to those that have different economical and educational 
      standing.


  When approaching those with high income and higher education, highlight the fact that 
      their donations will help others that have less.
   Emphasize the communal benefits that will arise due to their donation


  When approaching those with an income less than $100,000, discuss how the funds 
     collected will help fulfill basic needs and help the poor help themselves.


  When targeting those of a lower income and limited education, position and focus on 
     health care as a basic need within the community.


  Survey shows people at the lower end of income bracket give 30 percent more to 
     charities.


  Those belonging to the lower income bracket give more because they are more likely to 
     need charity or know someone that does 


  Middle class gives the least
   This class includes a great deal of religious people who are more likely to give 
     (4 times more than the majority of the middle class)


Factors Affecting Charitable Golf Tournament Attendance


 A study conducted by Joan Wharf Higgins (associate professor at the University 
of Victoria) and Lara Lauzon (assistant professor at the University of Victoria) tracked 50 
events over nine months in order to explore the rise in popularity of physical activity events, 
their function as a solicitation strategy, and as a public awareness/relations tool. This study 
identified the following factors as motivations to attend charitable events:


  The actual physical activity involved in the event
   It was very important to participants falling in this category that the event mirror 
     their previous experiences with the activity 
  - Tightly organized and delivered, adhering to the rituals of the activity’s usual 
     protocol.
   The people who fell into this category were fit and skilled in the activity they 
     were engaging in.


  The cause of the charitable event 
   Participants who fell within this category recognized that funds raised went to a 
     good cause but could not necessarily recall the cause itself or fully understand its 
     purpose.
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  Rewards for participation


   Tangible products: t-shirts, draw prizes, refreshments


   Augmented products: the opportunity to exercise and socialize in an organized 
     function and improve skills/abilities


   Purposive benefits: giving back to the community, sense of community spirit 
     and pride


Loyalty and Relationship Building Between Donors and Sponsors


  Findings from Campbell and Company Relationship Building Consulting Firm:


 Our secondary research analyzed by Campbell & Company on behalf of the study, 
 “Significant Gifts: Where Donors Direct Their Largest Gifts and Why,” explained the 
 importance of developing relationships with potential donors.


 Relationships established between a potential donor and an organization has proven 
 to make a difference in the amount being contributed. The study also provided 
 insight on effective ways to approach a donor. It is more likely that a contribution 
 would be made if the donor was approached by a person they knew. It was also
 noted that people would donate more if their money is being contributed to 
 a religious organization associated with somebody they know.


 In addition, communication and recognition is essential. Donors do not want to feel 
 as if a transaction was made. Instead, organizations should make donors feel 
 appreciated. This acknowledgement and open communication will enhance future 
 contributions.


  Findings from the University of Missouri Bedfordshire Study: 


 This study presents the importance of relationship building through marketing. 
 Nokia sponsored a charity golf tournament that integrated events and sponsorships 
 while building long term relationships with sponsors. This example also provides a 
 potential tactic to promote Helping Little Hearts and Strings Golf Tournament.


 The example from this journal:


 Nokia produced a Golf Edition series of mobile phones, which participants at their 
 charity golf tournament got to try. This approach does not only highlight the 
 brand value to participants, but provides them with a Nokia brand experience.
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Model Tactics (2 examples)


  Legacy Health Benefit Golf Classic


   Legacy Health is a non-profit corporation that provides an integrated network of 
     health care services and education. Legacy has a partnership with Oregon Burn 
     Center, a center that is dedicated to treating burn survivors. 


   Tactics: 
  - A simple website that provides an easy way to navigate information.
  - A photo gallery that showcases the wonderful experiences previous 
    participants have had.
  - Differentiates corporate sponsors through placing each corporation into 
    levels such as platinum, gold, silver, bronze, and green. Corporations donate 
    gifts and raffle prizes.
  - Incorporate mini-events within the golf tournament to constantly entertain 
    volunteers and participants. 


  Shane Victorino’s Celebrity Golf Classic sponsored by the Hawaii Children’s Cancer 
      Foundation


   Hawaii Children’s Cancer Foundation is a service organization for children and 
     families suffering from cancer.


   Tactics: 
  - Invite athletes, entertainers, and community leaders to participate in the golf 
    tournament.
  - The celebrity exposure at the event raised awareness and drew in a crowd of 
    participants.
  - Sponsors can donate within specific price brackets.
  - Sponsors were granted advertising and media coverage due to their 
    generous donations.
  - Sponsors’ logos were strategically placed in event programs and event 
    merchandise.
  - Sponsors were included in news releases, radio broadcasts, and websites.
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College Participant Survey


Introduction


 In an effort to gather first-hand data regarding participation in charitable golf 
tournaments; we distributed a survey targeting college students ages 18 - 35. The survey 
consisted of 17 questions focusing on which type of people (in respect to income bracket 
and education level) were most likely to attend charitable golf functions. In addition, survey 
questions were aimed at uncovering the key motivations behind participation in charitable 
golf tournaments. The survey was distributed online via GoogleSurvey and at various 
locations on campus. A total of 90 college students responded to the survey.


Findings


  College participant survey 


   62 percent of people between the ages of 18 and 35 are not aware of benefit golf 
     tournaments.


    10 percent of people surveyed said that they have participated in a charity golf 
     tournament.


   82 percent of people surveyed preferred online registration.


   About 50 percent of respondents identified the cause as the strongest deciding 
     factor in attending a charitable golf tournament.
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   90 percent of respondents were college age students who explained in their 
     written responses that they would like to experience a fun atmosphere while 
     attending a benefit golf tournament.


   About 97 percent of people surveyed indicated that they have never heard of 
     Helping Little Hearts Charity.
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  Primary Publics:


   Students
  Students are an important public for Helping Little Hearts because Columbia is 
  the home of over 30,000 Mizzou students. Many of these students would 
  be willing and able to spread the word about the organization and the benefit 
  tournament through social media outlets as well as word of mouth. Students 
  are also potential participants that could recruit friends and family members 
  to join their teams. Helping Little Hearts can reach this audience by explaining 
  the cause of the charity and encouraging the social aspects of the 
  tournament.


   Older Community Members
  The golf tournament relies on the older community members’ involvement 
  in order to raise funds for the Kiwanis Pediatric Cardiology Program at 
  Children’s Hospital. This target audience is unique because a majority of 
  previous participants are part of this age group. Therefore, Helping Little 
  Hearts must connect with their participants because they are the driving force 
  behind a majority donations.


   Small Businesses/Corporations
  Local small businesses and corporations are an important target for Helping 
  Little Hearts. As of 2009, Columbia is the home of 9,863 business firms, both 
  small and large.  Helping Little Hearts has a great opportunity to network and
    build the relationships. These relationships will help to increase awareness 
  and encourage more community involvement. 
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  Secondary Publics:


   Athletic Department
  Student participants are a fundamental part of the Helping Little Hearts 
  Charity. Partening with the Mizzou Athletic Department will encourage 
  student participation with the charity. More specifically, collaborating with
   both Mizzou’s women’s and men’s golf team would serve as a great 
  promotional tool for the golf tournament. In turn, Mizzou students would 
  become more aware of the tournament and encouraging them to attend. 
  Since Mizzou sports has such a large student following, collaborating with 
  the Mizzou Athletic Department would be a great way for Helping Little 
  Hearts to spark student involvement.
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 Helping Little Hearts and String Golf Tournament raises funds for the local children 
who are suffering from heart defects. This tournament will act as a bridge and link the 
community as one. We will use this key message to target the older community, college 
students, and sponsors to encourage them to join in and create a golf team. By educating 
the public and motivating them to work as a team, Helping Little Hearts will increase their 
participation and donations.


 Helping Little Hearts and String Golf Tournament invites all community members to 
the green. Anticipated participants are welcomed to register by mail or simply by completing 
an online version. We will use this key message to promote the ease of participating in the 
tournament. By encouraging people to come out for a friendly game of golf, Helping Little 
Hearts will increase their participation and donated funds.


Key Messages
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1. Goal:
 Find a corporate sponsor that is capable of donating funds to Helping Little Hearts 
 Charity yearly.


  Objective:
 Increase the percentage of local sponsors who are willing to provide funds by 
 approximately 10 sponsors within a year. 


  Rationale:
 According to donation statistics, the percentage of donations has decreased by 2% 
 due to the economic times. However, the amount given to religious organizations 
 increased. As a religious organization, we must spread the word through 
 non-traditional means in order to reach the greatest amount of people. An online 
 registration form will not only reach the intended sponsors but also the 
 online community.


  Strategy:
 Highlight the benefits of sponsoring by offering corporations inherited publicity that 
 would in turn improve their brand image and increase their corporate responsibility. 


  Tactic:


   Online registration: An online registration for sponsors to register for the golf 
     tournament can be found at http://www.evite.com/pages/invite/viewInvite.jsp?ev
     ent=SBZIHGNYWAOSBGOJTRND&inviteId=HYZLGLEJFJVSWTXLMUJD&showPrevie
     w=false&x=674252914
     Sponsors are welcomed to fill out the registration form at their own discretion. 
     After the form has been submitted, sponsors and the charity will receive an email 
     containing a receipt of confirmation.


   Twitter account: Helping Little Hearts’ twitter page provides a communication 
     forum between the charity and anticipated sponsors. Helping Little Hearts  has the 
     opportunity to “tweet” to corporate followers about upcoming fundraising 
     activities and different ways to get involved. Businesses use this site to spread the 
     word about their products and promotional events. Therefore, Helping Little 
     Hearts should take advantage of Twitter’s immersion into the society as a social 
     networking tool. 
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   Corporate sponsor letter: Helping Little Hearts will send a sponsor letter to local 
     businesses and corporations that it feels would be great sponsors for its charity. 
     Local businesses and corporations will be exposed to the benefits from entering 
     into a sponsorship agreement with Helping Little Hearts. Contact information will 
     be provided at the end of the letter to provide potential sponsors with a means to 
     obtain any additional information. This approach will entice businesses to learn 
     more about Helping Little Hearts and ultimately decide to enter into a sponsorship 
     agreement.
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2. Goal
 Increase brand loyalty among participants, volunteers, and sponsors by emphasizing 
 that Helping Little Hearts is a charity completely dedicated to improving the lives of 
 children suffering from heart defects.


  Objective: 
 Increase registration for the Helping Little Hearts and String Golf Tournament 
 within a year by 20%.


  Rationale:
 According to the secondary research analyzed by Campbell and Company, most 
 people are more willing to donate if they have established a relationship with the 
 charity. Anticipated donors also found it necessary to be recognized for their efforts. 
 Through social media outlets, Helping Little Hearts will build relationships with 
 registered and non-registered donors.


  Strategy: 
 Educate and promote Helping Little Hearts’ credibility as a religiously affiliated 
 organization that grants all proceeds to the Kiwanis Pediatric Cardiology Program. 
 This effort will stimulate an increase in community participation by 20%.


  Tactic:


   Pamphlet: Distribute pamphlets in the local hospitals, student centers, and local 
     women centers. The pamphlets will provide information about the golf tournament 
     and highlight ways to donate funds. A mail-in registration form will be included in 
     the pamphlet to encourage recipients to participate in the future. 


   Blog: Launch a weekly blog to engage anticipated participants by providing a 
     wealth of information about the Helping Little Hearts and String Golf 
     Tournament. The blog consists of weekly updates, funding information, team 
     rosters, and calendar events. Along with weekly posts, an uploaded photo gallery 
     and video clips of previous tournaments will also be available for bloggers to see. 
     To further involve bloggers, a friendly competition among the registered golf 
     teams has been created. Each registered golf team is invited to recruit others. 
     In return, they are rewarded little hearts points. The team that receives the most 
     hearts at the end of the competition will win a prize at the benefit tournament. This 
     friendly competition will encourage people to interact and create a buzz about the 
     tournament.
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   Fliers: The city of Columbia will be painted red with hearts shaped fliers. Each flyer 
     plastered around Columbia provides details about the tournament, the kick-off 
     event, and the benefit’s website.


   T-shirts: Participants are encouraged to buy Helping Little Hearts’ t-shirts at the 
     golf tournament. Those who wear the t-shirts around town after the tournament is 
     over will further promote the Helping Little Hearts Charity.


   Golf Balls:  Purchase golf balls from a local distributor and brand each of them with 
     Helping Little Hearts’ logo. A few dozen of these hand crafted golf balls will be 
     located at local golf pro-shops, selling for two dollars each. All the proceeds will go 
     the Kiwanis Pediatric Cardiology Program at Children’s Hospital.


   Truman the Tiger: Truman’s appearance will add to the tournament’s fun 
     atmosphere by playing games with the kids and taking pictures with the golf 
     teams. His energetic cheering and spirit will encourage the local golf participants.
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There are two primary objectives Helping Little Hearts must accomplish.
   Increase the number of registered teams from 2009-2010
   Find more sponsors that would dedicate their resources on a yearly basis


Both of these objectives must be measured on a different scale. Therefore, two separate 
scales will measure the success rates of the plan tactics.


Objective 1: Increase Participation


Online registration will make registration more readily available to the community and will 
most likely spark increased participation. T-shirts and golf balls will serve as promotional 
tools, allowing Helping Little Hearts to increase awareness and build loyalty among 
community members.


Measurement scale:


  Compare the number of registered teams from the previous year to the number of 
      teams registered for this coming year.


  Utilize the guest list on the online registration page as a tool to gauge how many 
      individuals have visited the site as well as how many have registered online.


  Take in account the amount of money raised from the t-shirt and hand- crafted golf 
      ball sales


Objective 2: Increase Sponsorship


Both the blog site and twitter account will serve as social networking sites that provide 
important details about the event as a communication platform among the online com-
munity. In addition, compiling a list of sponsors will allow Helping Little Hearst  to develop 
long lasting relationships.


Measurement scale:


  Count the number of hits and posts per week on the Helping Little Hearst blog


  Count the number of tweets and followers on the Helping Little Hearts’ twitter page.


  Make a list of new sponsors that have agreed to donate to the organization. 
      This list will include the following:
   name of the sponsor
   amount they plan to donate
   length of commitment to the organization.
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 As Helping Little Hearts’ PR team, we hope to increase registration within a year by 
establishing strong relationships with donors. Our plan will bring great success by 
incorporating both new and traditional media tactics.


Based on our findings, we strongly recommend the following.


  Online Registration: 
 We recommend that Helping Little Hearts take advantage of the online 
 registration tool. The creation of an online registration site will be hassle-free and will 
 speed up the overall registration process. In addition, we hope that this new 
 registration tool will increase participation in the golf tournament. 


  Corporate Sponsorship: 
 We strongly suggest that Helping Little Hearts continues 
 working with both MC Sports and Macy’s in order to acquire the much-needed 
 sponsorship from these two national corporations. Being linked to large well-known 
 sponsors will increase awareness. These funds will provide the charity with the 
 funding necessary to expand its promotional activities.


  T-shirts and golf balls: 
 Our last suggestion is to sell Helping Little Hearts’ t-shirts and golf balls. The t-shirts 
 will be sold through members of the organization as well as at the golf tournament. 
 The golf balls, however, can be purchased at local businesses. Not only will the 
 money generated from the sale of these two items help the cause, but a sense of 
 unity and spirit will spring from the purchase of such items. .


 After executing our four recommendations, we are confident that the Helping Little 
Hearts and String Golf Tournament will have a significant increase in the amount of teams 
registered. We also believe that the general public will appreciate the information and 
choose to make attending the tournament a tradition.
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April 28, 2010


Brent Willenburg
Columbia Store Manager
MC Sports
2300 Bernadette Drive
Columbia, MO 65203


Dear Mr. Willenburg,


My name is Harlan Hackett and I am the event coordinator of Helping Little Hearts Charity. Helping Little Hearts 
is a local, not-for-profit charity that has been operating for 20 years under the Columbia chapter of the Kiwanis 
Club, an international organization with the purpose of aiding children in need all over the world. Helping Little 
Heart’s main goal is to provide assistance to Columbia children who are suffering from heart defects. 


Every year our charity hosts a string golf tournament in which we request participation from all Columbia 
residents as well as local small business and corporations. All of the proceeds from the golf tournament will be 
given to Columbia hospitals and medical centers in an effort to provide as much financial support as possible 
to the families of the fighting children. This year’s golf tournament is scheduled for August 3rd at the Lake of 
the Woods golf course. Knowing that MC Sports as a strong dedication to community outreach, we would be 
honored to have MC Sports serve as a corporate sponsor for this year’s tournament and for many more years 
to come. 


As a Helping Little Hearts corporate sponsor, MC Sports will take part in the planning and hosting of promo-
tional events prior to and after the string golf tournament. In addition, the company can directly participate in 
the golf-tournament by organizing a golf team consisting of MC Sports’ employees who will actually compete 
in the tournament. In return for MC Sports’ dedication to the community and corporate philanthropy, we will 
print the company logo on all promotional t-shirts sold at the tournament.


Enclosed is a pamphlet giving more information about the history of Helping Little Hearts and a more detailed 
description of the promotional events the charity hosts throughout the year. We know that the mission of our 
charity is one that matches the persistent community outreach goals of MC Sports and guarantee that a corpo-
rate sponsorship with Helping Little Hearts will only serve to further those goals. 


Thank you for your consideration.


Sincerely,


Harlan Hackett


Helping Little Hearts
1510 E. Lexington Circle


Columbia, Mo. 65203
(573) 446-3731


harhack@mchsi.com
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Blog


Twitter


E-Vite
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Pamphlet


         Fliers
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Branded Golf Balls
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Dear Eva Chen: 
  
The glamorous Lea Michele, from the Emmy Award winning show, Glee, prefers Dr. 
Nicholas Perricone’s new Super Lush Lips over other lip gloss products. The show’s 
blog is consumed with questions concerning where to purchase Michele’s new favorite 
gloss that will hit the shelves on Dec.30. 
 
Michele loves the gloss’ all-natural coconut oil supplement that softens and hydrates 
her lips both on and off the set. 
 
We would like to invite you and one of your readers to have a backstage interview with 
Michele on Glee’s set because Teen Vogue is the leading teen fashion magazine. 
Along with an interview, you are welcome to attend an exclusive photo shoot.   
 
We have also put together a tailor-made promotion for Teen Vogue readers to try 
Michele’s gloss before it hits the shelf. Teen Vogue readers will enjoy learning about 
the all-natural ingredients and benefits that the new gloss will offer.  
 
I look forward to visiting with you about this exclusive promotion for the Teen Vogue 
Gleeks. Please feel free to contact me at (847) 732-0961 or I will call you early next 
week. Thank you. 
 
All the best,  
 
 


 
Nicole Aritzmendi     Bella Public Relations  


       Executive Assistant 
       Nicole@BellePr.com 
       P: 847.732.0961 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 








    Futures 
   Lab


Dont Just download applications...create them.
• For the past four years students participated in the 
   RJI-Adobe Competitions
• The competition is shaped around the technology 
   students learn in the lab
• Winning Missouri students have attended the Adobe       
   convention to present their ideas


Don’t just watch videos...make them.
• Students are able to communicate a message through both text 
and visuals 
 • Audio stories
 • Audio slideshows
 • Stills
 •Photo assignments


Don’t just study journalism...develop new forms of it.
• Convergence & Broadcast students partner in the lab
• The lab fosters up-to-date production programs
• 20 Mac Pro editing stations, Avid, Final Cut       
video software and Adobe Creative Suite
• The lab has cultivated relationships with Apple and  AT&T. 


“The lab is my home away from home,
it fills all of my convergence needs. 
Sometimes I spend more time here 
than at home.”


Convergence student


“From my experience with working in 
the lab, it has been extremely helpful in 
the transition from working for class 
and reporting for KOMU 8 News.  


Cynthia Yang BJ’ 11


For more information; http://www.rjionline.org/about/stories/facilities/plan/futures-lab.php








           
Key Findings


* Replies to about 15% of tweets


* Popular ReTweets= Garmental


* Tweets at personal clients








           
Key Findings


* 5.5.tweets per day


* Wednesday = Key tweet day


* 8 am = prime tweet time


* Popular tweets = Ecotools









Speaker Introduction


Welcome ladies and gentlemen to this year’s ‘Behind the Scoreboard’ discussion on  


issues relating to conflicts of interests, compromise and wealth/poverty distribution  


sponsored by ESPN. This presentation is valuable to you whether you’re a player or a 


fan.  Each of these day-to-day tribulations intersects with sports, something you and your 


neighbors love to watch from the sidelines or play on the field wearing your team’s 


jersey. Our speaker tonight knows that you all are here tonight because you are interested 


in finding out the answers that the TV cameras fail to show. Our speaker is an award-


winning anchor on ESPN’s SportsCenter. He is a former Mizzou tiger who majored in 


broadcast journalism and worked at our very own KOMU. He is now known as one of 


ESPN’s top sports anchor, put your hands together for John Anderson.  








           
SkirtPR Twitter Analysis
       Results 


Twitter presence:


*Identified as that stylish best friend


*Provides fashion tips


*Publicizes events in Chicago


Reccomendations:


*Use pictures when tweeting


*Post relevant articles that target seasons or trends


*Use twetscoop as a trend resourse


*Take advantage of the marketing engine, Twitter Hawk


Key Findings:


*Twitter reflects Skirt’s brand


*Account very accessible on website


*Customer interaction is exceptional


*A continuous theme of tweets 


*Most commonly used hashtags are: ecotoolds facebook glitcitytreats 
musicmonday the geldnercenter


*Tweets appeal to people’s senses 78% more than other twitter users





